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Equity derivatives can be effective in a wide range of strategies and have achieved broad
acceptance by market participants. The market has evolved a great deal since the 1970s
when stock options first began trading. Products range from simple replication of an
index to such complex, sophisticated applications as creating synthetic international
index exposure to equity-linked notes and swaps on volatility.

fter 25 years of listed options trading, 15 years
of listed futures trading, and the growth of the
OTC markets, the importance and usefulness of
equity derivatives in portfolio management has
achieved broad recognition.] Pension & Investment
Age surveys of the major pen.sion funds indicate that
about 50 percent of the largest 200 pension funds use
derivatives in some way but only 10-11 percent of
money managers admit to using them. The difference in percentage use is a function of the large
number of money managers, the fact that most
money managers are bottom-up stock pickers rather
than macro investors, and the fact that many firstlevel derivatives applications are more top-down
than bottom-up and, therefore, apply perhaps more
to pension funds. Firms that were late to enter the
derivatives market are beginning to hire derivatives
experts and combine this expertise with the proper
infrastructure-that is, risk-management systems
and the middle- and back-office functions. This trend
will ultimately give derivatives even broader recognition by market participants and will promote the
successful use of these products.
This presentation is designed to provide a broad
understanding of derivatives markets and then focus
on derivatives applications for equity portfolios. It
explains such important issues and concepts relating
to derivatives as the evolution of equity derivatives,
how products were developed to accomplish strategies, index replication, issues relating to futures and
options, and conditions that affect the level of derivatives activity. The section on derivatives applica-

A

tions focuses on how derivatives can be used to
enhance fund management, implement asset allocation and view-driven strategies, and manage risk. The
main point is to encourage thinking of derivatives not
as ends in themselves but as means to an end.

Evolution of Equity Derivatives

lEditor's Hate: Some data in this presentation have been updated to
reflect changes since the seminar date.

Strategies involving equity derivatives developed
hand-in-hand with new equity products and implementation vehicles. In the early 1970s, the investing
world focused on individual stock selection implemented through block trading of specific shares;
selection of assets on the basis of portfolio concerns,
efficient frontiers, and index funds were appreciated
and studied more in the academic world than by
practitioners.
Index funds are closely connected to the evolution and the development of derivatives. After the
first index funds started in the mid-1970s, portfolio
structuring based on quantitative principles became
more important and stock options began trading. The
1970s were a great decade for the start-up and growth
of covered-call writing because of the flat equity
market returns-the average annual return on the
S&P 500 Index from 1971 to 1980 was only approximately half a percent.
Strong equity market performance and the
divergence of stock and bond returns in the 1980s
changed the focus of derivatives. Derivatives strategies now centered on achieving exposure to U.s.
equities, with applications involving tactical asset
allocation and synthetic index funds. Portfolio insurance used futures to replicate a put option with the
goal of protecting portfolio gains. Derivative strategies primarily involved stock index options and stock
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index futures. Although buying downside protection
using index options and index futures attracted a lot
of interest, one could do it only with dynamic hedging strategies because of the tight position limits on
listed index options and low liquidity. The failure of
portfolio insurance and its perceived connection to
the stock market crash of 1987, plus the newness of
the markets, led participants to reevaluate the use of
derivatives. Although practitioners were interested
in expanding their use of equity derivatives, the markets had not developed as fast as their interests, and
they realized options were not going to work as
planned. Dynamic hedging fell by the wayside, but
synthetic investing with futures and basket, or portfolio, trading have both survived.
Proponents of derivatives adopted a bunker
mentality for a few years; they spent most of their
time trying to explain to regulators why derivatives
were safe. In the 1990s, however, many new applications were developed. The main events were the
development of international derivative markets and
the growth in fixed-income OTe derivative markets.
Competition from international exchanges and the
growth in futures applications in the foreign markets
spurred many US. institutions to take another look
at derivatives.
The biggest growth in derivatives use in the 1990s
has been in global asset allocation strategies. Another
factor in the growth of equity deri\'atives was the
development of longl short strategies, which use long
index futures combined with a market-neutral position that is long a group of "in-favor" stocks and short
stocks that are expected to underperform. OTe
options and structured notes in equities fill in the gaps
of listed derivatives trading and meet more customized needs. In contrast to fixed income, where the
amount of OTe swaps and structured notes outstanding is greater than the amount of exchange-traded
derivatives, the notional amount outstanding of OTe
equity derivative products is a small fraction of the
notional amount of listed equity derivatives.

Products Meet Strategies
Derivative products are used to make existing strategies more efficient or to make new strategies possible. Equity derivatives fit into two categories. The
first group, stock or portfolio substitutes that have
symmetrical returns, includes baskets, listed futures,
and swaps. In this group, the derivatives bear the full
risk and return of an underlying security or portfolio,
but the underlying security's volatility does not affect
the pricing. The second group, optionlike securities,
encompasses listed options, OTe options, and
market-indexed notes, which are fixed-income securities whose coupons andl or final payments depend
©Association for Investment Management and Research

on the return of a stock, portfolio of stocks, or market
index. The volatility of the underlying security is a
critical parameter in pricing these derivatives.

Index Replication
One of the basic concepts that underlie many
derivatives applications is that they efficiently replicate exposure to an underlying index, such as the S&P
500, the Nikkei 225, or the Financial Times Stock
Exchange (FTSE) 100. Basic derivative products, such
as stock index futures and total-return swaps, easily
and efficiently replicate the exposure to virtually any
index or benchmark.
An investor has three ways of owning an index
fund-buy the index, buy the future, or buy the swap.
Buying the stocks in an index gives the investor the
dividends, the ending value of the index (capital
gains or losses), and any return on lending the stock.
The alternative to buying the stocks is to buy a futures
contract and invest in cash-equivalent portfoliosU.s. T-bills or money market securities. Buying a
futures contract on the index gives the investor gains
or losses on the future plus the interest income on
investing the cash (net of initial margin) that would
be otherwise used to buy stocks. The interest income
on that portfolio serves in place of the dividend and
offsets the loss as futures converge to the index level
at expiration.
A swap operates in a similar way, but instead of
the gains or losses occurring daily as the investor
marks a listed futures position to market, the swap
buyer pays interest in exchange for the total return of
the index at the reset date, which is usually quarterly.
The seller of the swap passes the return, or the move
in the underlying portfolio, to the buyer and receives
the interest payment. This return can be with or
without dividends; the decision is up to the buyer
and is reflected in the interest rate. Swap pricing is
usually LIBOR plus or minus a spread, quoted in
basis points, reflecting current market pricing and
supply 1demand conditions. As with futures, the
buyer typically invests the cash in a money market
portfolio; this portfolio generates the interest with
which the buyer will pay the dealer for the return of
the index via the swap. An investor will be indifferent
between buying the underlying stocks and entering
into a swap when interest income from the money
market portfolio method equals the fixed- or floatingrate payment on the swap.

Futures Characteristics
Futures contracts produce symmetrical returns and
bear the full risk and return of an underlying security
or portfolio. The underlying security's volatility does
5
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November 3/ 1997. The interest rate driving futures
arbitrage is best represented by the deposit rate in the
global markets. Many people wonder why LIBOR is
used instead of repurchase agreement (REPO) rates.
In fixed-income investing, investors can borrow and
lend Treasury securities in the REPO market. To conduct stock index arbitrage, investors must finance
stock. 50/ in equities, the primary participants in index
arbitrage are dealer firms that have high credit ratings/ low-cost financing, and access to capital. Those
firms usually use LlBOR or the U.S. Federal Reserve
federal funds rate plus a credit spread. LlBOR yields
are probably the closest thing to the financing rates
that drive the arbitrage process.
For institutional clients, evaluation of calendarspread pricing is critical because most people do not
go in and out of a contract within an expiration cycle.
Instead, they carry it over several cycles. Clients do
at least as many calendar-spread trades as outright
buying and selling of futures. 50/ investors need to
consider the timing of shifting contracts from one
expiration to another. For example, Table 1 provides

not affect the pricing. Issues to consider in incorporating futures contracts in investment strategies
include valuation, liquidity, tracking risk, and the
cost advantage of using futures.
Valuation. The fair value of a futures contract
equals the index value plus the expected interest
income minus the dividend income. When determining fair value, the relevant time period is the days
between settlement of a stock purchase on the day of
the futures trade and the settlement of a stock sale at
expiration. The key is the period over which the
position needs to be financed by the arbitrageur. Fair
value is derived from the difference between the
dividends earned and the interest income over that
time frame. The opportunity to arbitrage a mispriced
future by buying stock and selling the future or vice
versa is the basis for fair value.
The only uncertainty in the fair value is that investors must estimate dividend points to expiration, but
this estimate can be made with a high degree of accuracy. Table 1 provides some sample fair basis spreads
and dividend yields for S&P 500 Index futures as of

Table 1.

S&P 500 Index Futures Valuation and Activity: November 3, 1997

A. Valuation

Index

Index/
Futures
Close

Change

S&P 500

91462

10.94

12/19/97

924.00

20.90

Actual
Basis
Fair Value (spread)
919.22

Fair
Basis
(spread)

Percent
Deviation
versus Fair

9.38

4.60

0.52

2.34

1.96

5.69

48

0.52

6.20

1.79

5.75

139

Dividend
Points

Dividend
Yield

Simple
Interest
Yield

Settlement
Days

03/20/98

933.50

21.15

928.71

18.88

14.09

06/19/98

943.30

21.10

938.41

28.68

23.79

0.53

10.12

1.76

5.80

230

09/18/98

952.70

33.83

0.47

14.04

1.75

5.87

321

21.35

948.45

38.08

B. Calendar Sprmd
Quarterly Compound Yields
Index

Actual
Spread

Fair
Spread

Roll
Yield

Simple Yields

Forward
Yield

Difference

Roll
Yield

Forward
Yield

Difference

005

S&P 500
12/19/97
03/20/98

9.50

9.49

5.99

5.94

0.05

5.78

5.73

06/19/tJ8

19.30

19.19

6.03

5.96

0.07

5.86

5.79

0.07

09/18/98

28.70

29.23

5.95

5.98

-0.03

5.82

5.86

-om

c:. Trading Activity
Index
S&P 500
12/19/97
03/20/98
06/19/98
09/18/98

Volume
(number)
75,770
75,349
354

57
10

Volume
($ millions)

34,650

Open
Interest
201,172
193,000
6,314
1,607
251

Note: US dollar interest rates are derived from the Eurodollar futures curve; spot LIBOR rates are used for the period preceding the
nearby Eurodollar contract. The "Trading Activity" data for the United States are shown on a one-day lag (two days ago).
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a sample of the fair value calendar spreads for S&P
500 Index futures. An investor can determine the fair
spread of switching from December to March contracts. When the December futures contract expires,
the investor will want to consider what is the right
price to trade the March contract, given the dividends
that will occur and the interest that could be earned
between December and March. The "Simple Forward
Yield" of 5.73 percent is the benchmark yield because
it is the forward rate between the December and the
March expiration. The implied yield ("Roll Yield") in
the calendar spread (buying December futures and
selling March futures) is 5.78 percent, so the calendar
spread on November 3,1997, was close to being fairly
valued for the S&P 500.
Other futures contracts-such as the futures on
the Russell 2000, the S&P MidCap 400, and the Nasdaq 100 indexes-have much larger mispricings in
the nearby contract and calendar spread. The larger
mispricings in the Russell 2000 occur because the
stocks have bid-offer spreads that might be as wide
as 150 basis points (bps). Thus, the cost of doing
arbitrage has more slippage, and the mispricing
range that occurs prior to the arbitrage that brings
futures back to fair value is wider than for S&P 500
futures. The difference between the forward yield
and the implied yield in the calendar spread for the
Russell 2000 is 27 bps. Generally, the arbitrage process keeps the contract prices in line with the cost of
trading the stocks.
Volume. In a developed futures market, the dollar volume of the underlying stocks is typically a
fraction of the dollar amount that trades in index
futures. Figure 1 shows average trading volume for

Figure 1.
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~

u.s. stock index futures versus NYSE trading volume
and shows open interest. The NYSE trades about $120
of futures for every $100 of stocks that trade on the
NYSE. The ratio of open interest to the amount of
futures trading volume outstanding for the NYSE in
the United States has for some time been about three
to one (that is, unwinding all of the open positions
would take three trading days). In a new market, the
ratio might be different. For example, DJIA futures
have a lot more trading activity than open interest.
Accordingly, institutional use of DJIA futures for
longer-term index replication is still low; most investors appear to use the contract for day trading.
The stock market and the futures market should
be thought of as parts of a complete market, but in
the derivatives markets, the daily trading volume
relative to open interest is a lot higher than within
equities. On any given trading day, only 0.4 percent
of the outstanding equities trade on the NYSE, so a
small change in the information set or investors' risk
preferences can create significant trading demands.
If 0.8 percent or 0.9 percent of outstanding capitalization suddenly trades in a day instead of 0.4 percent,
that increase can easily double NYSE volume and
create a lot of market pressure.
Global derivatives applications are an interesting and growing area of the derivatives market.
Futures activity has been growing relative to equity
market activity in continental Europe and in Japan
but falling slightly in the United States, the United
Kingdom, and Hong Kong. Table 2 shows the level
of futures and options volume relative to stock
market volume in major equity markets around the

Open Interest and Average Daily Volume for U.S. Stock Index Futures versus NYSE Daily
Volume, April 1982-June 1997
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Table 2.

Ratio of Futures and Options Volume to
Stock Volume, as of December 31, 1997

Country

Futures/Stocks

Options/Stocks

1.20
0.12
1.93
0.75
0.99
0.85
3.39
1.77
1.54
0.81
1.56
2.73
0.36

1.08
0.04
0.92
0.24
0.30
0.70
1.54
0.84
0.62
1.25
0.40
0.62
0.66

United States
Canada
Japan
Hong Kong
Australia
United Kingdom
France
Germany
Switzerland
Netherlands
Spain
Italy
Sweden

world. In most cases, the notional amount that
futures trade is half to one-and-a-half times the
amount that stocks trade.
Cost Advantages. The way in which derivatives add value to global applications has much to do
with the trading costs of stocks versus the trading
costs of futures. Table 3 reports estimates of trading
costs for stocks and futures. The data are conservative; actual costs are often lower than shown. After
accounting for taxes, commissions, market impact,
and the need to roll the futures position, futures
typically cost 10-20 percent of the round-trip cost to
trade equities in most of the major markets. Futures
will be less costly to trade than the equities, especially
for an investor who wants index exposure for a year
or less. This cost advantage is one of the reasons
derivatives are used for equitizing cash and tactical
domestic and global asset allocations, as well as for
managing long and short equity exposure over short
time periods.

Table 3.

Options
Most option strategies produce asymmetrical return
payoffs. The value of an option is directly related to
the underlying security's price. But value remains
independent of judgments about the direction of the
underlying stock price. Option-pricing models formalize the relationship between the variables that
influence option pricing. In addition to option models, investors need to consider the impact of volatility
on option prices, hedging interest, and the role of
OTC options.
Pricing Models. Option-pricing models come
primarily in two flavors: Black-Scholes models and
Cox-Ross-Rubinstein models. Black-Scholes models
use a continuous time approach with differential
equations, and they work fine for most European
options, which allow exercise only at expiration.
Cox-Ross-Rubinstein models use a discrete time
approach, use binomial trees, and are critical for
American or any options that allow for early exercise
during the life of the option. Despite the imperfections of the Black-Scholes model, it is probably still
the basis for most option modeling, especially in
equities.
Volatility. A key element of option-pricing models is that expected volatility increases the value of an
option. In November 1997, expectations for higher
volatility raised option premiums; index options are
the most widely affected by increases in volatility.
Investors use implied volatility derived from quoted
option prices for comparing options much as they use
bond yields to compare bonds. Investors cannot easily compare the prices of bonds of different maturities, so they use yields as a common measurement.

Round-Trip Comparative Costs of Trading Stocks and Futures, as of December 1997

Cost Factor

United States

Japan

Stocks
Commissions
Market impact"
Taxes
Total

0.12%
0.30
0.00
0.42%

0.20%
0.70
0.21
1.11%

Futures
Commissions
Market impacta
Taxes
Total

0.01%
0.05
0.00
0.06%

0.05%
0.10
0.00
0.15%

Futures as percentage of stocks

14.28

13.51

United Kingdom

France

Germany

0.20%
0.70
0.50
1.40%

0.25%
0.50
0.00
0.75%

0.25%
0.50
0.00
0.75%

0.50°;\>
0.50
0.34
1.34%

0.02%
0.10
0.00
0.12%

0.03%
0.10
0.00
0.13%

0.02%
0.10
0.00
0.12')10

0.05%
0.10
0.00
0.15%

8.60

17.00

16.00

Hong Kong

11.19

Note: Assumes a $25 million cap-weighted indexed portfolio executed as agent and does not include settlement and custody fees. Local
indexes: S&P 500, Nikkei 225, FTSE 100, CAC 40, DAX. All contracts except the CAC 40 are quarterly.
"Trader estimates.
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Options are available on a stock or index with many
different expirations and strike prices, and implied
volatility is the common denominator. Investors back
out implied volatility from option prices similarly to
the way they back out bond yields from bond prices.
In determining whether an option is rich or cheap,
the reference point is how its implied volatility measures relative to the historical volatility of the stock
or index. Also, implied volatility moves in trends or
cycles in much the same way yields do. It exhibits a
pattern of rising or falling levels over several weeks
at a time with only minor reversals.
Volatility, like bond yields, also has a term structure. As Figure 2 shows, implied volatility changes
over time and often very quickly. On October 24,
1997, before the 7 percent market decline on October
27, implied volatility was about 21 percent and had a
slight upward slope (short-term volatility was less
than long-term volatility). The stock market decline
followed by a reversal was hard for traders to deal
with because they had to readjust their hedges, both
in the decline and the rise. Consequently, S&P 500
Index option prices significantly increased, to about
30 percent implied volatility.
Hedging Interest. Prices of options (implied
volatility versus historical volatility) have responded
quickly to increased hedging interest, especially in the
past two years since overwriting lost popularity. Historically, stock volatility in the U.S. market has been
about 20 percent, but Figure 3 shows that for the 199397 period, volatility was 8-9 percent, which was

Figure 2.

highly unusual. Note that as historical volatility
increases, implied volatility moves right with it. If
option traders need to hedge a lot of their option
positions, however, and the only people in the marketplace are the volatility buyers (that is, option buyers), implied volatility will move much higher than
historical volatility because the option traders take on
greater risk when all the buyers are short volatility.
The same happens in a stock when a lot of people want
to buy calls, especially around earnings announcements. As Figure 4 shows, in late 1997, compensation
(premiums) was available for people who wanted to
sell calls and sell puts, because market makers were
limited in the capital they could apply to selling
options. Derivatives market participants follow the
relationship between implied and historical volatility
to measure the attractiveness of being long or short
options-that is, long or short volatility.
OTe Options. OTC options are privately negotiated option contracts between two parties that
agree on the underlying stock, stock portfolio, or
index, as well as the strike price, expiration, and
exercise style. The purpose of most OTC options is to
extend the life of an existing option, have a different
expiration date, work with a customized basket of
underlying stocks, or maintain the confidentiality of
a large transaction by executing it with a dealer.
OTC options fill gaps in listed derivatives trading. They might provide access to a market in which
the dealer is an active participant but to which the
client has limited access. Trading Swiss equity deri-

Term Structure of Volatility for S&P 500 Index Options, October 1997
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Figure 3.

Historical S&P 500 Volatility versus Implied Volatility of
At-the-Money S&P 500 Option
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vates OTC is a good example. U.s. institutions that
want to buy futures on the Swiss Market Index cannot directly make that transaction. Such a transaction
does not have Commodities Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) approval. To buy the Swiss market
via derivatives, certain U.S. institutions can buy OTC
call options from a dealer; the combination of a long
call with a short put at the same strike price provides
put-call parity, which is like owning the underlying
index. The dealers, in turn, can hedge their option
positions by selling the futures.
OTC options allow large-scale confidential block
trading of index exposures or relative exposures. This
aspect is especially helpful in implementing largescale stock option or index option trades. The prices
of OTC options can be based on where the dealer
executes the hedge for the OTC option position on
the dealer's book. Clients who have the flexibility to
work the option trade over the course of a day or two

thus have the opportunity to mInImIZe market
impact of the transaction by making it less obvious to
the public's eye.
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Conditions Affecting Derivatives
Activity
Volatility and market direction, the arrival of macroeconomic informations, and the regulatory environment are the primary influences on the level of
derivatives activity globally.
Volatility and Market Direction. One reason
derivatives are blamed for rising volatility is that
people frequently want to adjust their index exposures when prices move, so trading in derivatives
increases as markets become more volatile. This
observation is especially true in the United States
because U.s. investors tend to use derivatives to

Oeriuatives in Equity Portfolios
reduce risk rather than increase it. The greater the
volatility, the more investors want to reduce their risk.
Restrictions on short selling are another reason
for the growth in derivatives. Investors that cannot
short stocks will instead trade futures or buy puts in
declining markets. In places such as Taiwan and
South Korea, swaps and futures are used to short the
equity markets because the stock loan markets are not
developed enough to allow short positions in stocks.
Information. Because most equity derivatives
are index based, trading activity increases with the
arrival of macroeconomic information. For an individual stock earnings announcement, investors might
want to trade with a stock option. Many derivatives
applications are part of top-down approaches, so the
occurrence of a macro event increases trading activity.
Regulatory Environment. The regubtory environment also influences the amount and types of
derivatives used. For example, investors in Europe
are more comfortable with dealer-based markets, so
OTC options are more commonly used in Europe,
whereas exchange-traded options are favored in the
United States. Also, some countries have prohibitions
on the use of derivatives by certain people. For example, the CFTC must approve the use of futures by u.s.
investors, so U.s. institutions can trade exchangetraded futures directly only in certain markets.

Liquidity Perspective
The liquidity of index futures contracts around the
world is often superior to that of stocks. futures trade
on 90 percent of the capitalization of global equity
indexes and 82 percent of the capitalization of world
indexes that exclude the United States (MSCI's
Europe/ Australasia/Far East [EAFE] Index, for
example). A total of about $48 billion in stocks trades
each day in the world, and the total for futures is
about 20 percent greater, approximately $59 billion.
As Table 4 shows, the United States accounts for more
than half of global derivatives activity. In Germany,
the derivatives market is important; Germany represents 9 percent of global futures volume but only 7
percent of global equities volume. Japan and Germany are, respectively, the bellwether derivatives
markets for the Pacific and European regions. In the
United Kingdom, derivatives use has not prospered
because arbitrage is complicated by a lack of efficient
convergence of futures to stock prices at expiration.
The United States dominates global listed
options markets with about 71 percent of the total
average daily options trading volume of $45 billion.
The actual percentage of daily trading is higher when
OTC options are also considered. Markets outside the
©Association for Investment Management and Research

Table 4.

Liquidity Perspective: Percentage of
Global Trading in Listed Equity Index
Derivatives, December 31, 1997

Country
Australia
France
Germany
Hong Kong
Japan
Other Asia
Other Europe
United Kingdom
United States

Stocks
1,"
'"
1
7
6
7
2
9
7

60

Futures

Options

1(;i

O(){)

3

2
6
2
7

9

3
11
1
9
5
57

"

7
5
71

United States, however, make more use of OTC
options than listed index options.
With the liquidity in the futures and options
markets, investors can set up synthetic index funds
or use futures for global country allocation strategies.
For example, if a large pension fund plans to hire
portfolio managers next year to manage a $1 billion
global equity portfolio and starts shifting and
increasing international investment, the fund managers may prefer to create this exposure now and then
unwind it as they hire managers. They need to know
which markets have enough liquidity to handle a $1
billion position. Another investor might want to
implement a global asset allocation strategy and need
to trade $100 million in a shift. Table 5 shows the
percentage of a day's volume and the percentage of
a day's open interest affected by setting up a $1 billion
synthetic index fund globally or doing a $100 million
trade in these markets. With a few exceptions, a $1
billion synthetic index fund represents a small
fraction of daily trading activity and open interest. In
the major options and futures markets, $100 million
is less than 10 percent of a day's volume and a very
small percentage of open interest. For smaller
European markets, a shift of $100 million would
begin to absorb significant liquidity, but for most
large markets, it is a modest trade.
Note that, although the Canadian market has
grown significantly from what it was several years
ago, it still reports less activity in listed derivatives
than some of the other major global markets. Hong
Kong and Italy are also doing more and more business
in derivatives, although they are not in the top group.
As Table 6 shows, the notional amount of futures
contracts is distributed along similar lines as market
capitalization, except that Germany has a much
larger derivatives presence than its capitalization
would suggest. Germany has 11 percent of global
open interest, but its equity market has only 4 percent
of global market cap.
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~

Liquidity of the Futures Market
Global Synthetic Index Fund
($1 billion)

United States
Japan"

@

»
(f)
(f)

o
()

~.

0·
::J

Q
::J

<

CD

(f)

3"

CD

United Kingdom
Germany
France
Switzerland
Canada
Netherlands
Italy
Hong Kong
Sweden
Australia
Spain
Belgium
Denmark
Malaysia
Austria

Index

Weight

Daily Volume

Daily Open
Interest

S&P 500
TOPIX
Nikkei 225
nSE 100
DAX
CAC40
SMI
TSE 35
AEX
MIB30
Hang Seng
OMX
AllOrds
Il3EX 35
BEL
KFX
KLCI
ATX

52.93'1"
11.98

1.5%
10.1
2.9
3.9
0.7
1.5
25
165
2.8
08
0.7
6.1
2.4
1.2
5.2
15.7
15.9
6.3

0.6%
0.9
0.4
0.8
0.2
05
0.6
1.1
0.7
05
0.3
1.7
0.2
05
1.3
3.2
5.2
0.4

10.99
402
3.40
3.19
2.48
2.41
1.67
1.56
1.38
1.41
1.17
0.71
0.36
050
0.15

~
;:s
~

Global Asset Allocation
($100 million)
Daily Volume
0.3%
8.4
2.4
3.6
1.8
4.4
7.8
66.6
11.7
4.7
4.7
44.1
185
9.
72.9

549.2
398.6
433.0

Daily Open
Interest
0.1%
0.7
0.3
0.7
0.4
1.5
2.0
4.4
2.8
3.2
2.1
12.3
1.7
4.2
17.9
113.6
1295
28.9

Average Daily Volume
($ millions)

Average Open Interest
($ millions)

31,591
1,191
4,113
2,791
5,636
2,257
1,282

86,547
13,512
32,684
13,795
25,968
6,700
4,900
2,293
3,577
3,116
4,729
814
5,976
2,390
559
88
77
345

ISO
854
2,144
2,127
227
542
1,020
137
18
25
23

3-

Note: Weights based on December 31, 1997, Financial Times/S&P Actuaries World Index capitalizations. Volume and open interest as of same date.
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"Weight for Japan combines weights for TOPIX and Nikkei 225.
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Derivatives in Equity Portfoiios
Table 6.

Market Capitalization and Open
Interest in Listed Equity Index
Derivatives, December 31, 1997
(percent of world)
Market
Capitalization

Country

Open
Interest
3(1r)

1(1~)

Australia
France
Germany
Hong Kong
Japan
Other Asia
Other Europe
United Kingdom
United States

3
4
2
12
0
12
11

3
11
2
26
7
6
42

55

Derivative Strategies
Derivative products are effective tools that can make
existing strategies more efficient or can make new
strategies possible. They have four general areas of
application: efficient/enhanced fund management,
asset allocation, active or view-driven strategies, and
risk management.
Enhanced Fund Management. Efficient or enhanced fund management strategi'es include using
futures to equitize cash, tightening benchmark tracking with overlays, futures-related portfolio trading to
keep costs down, enhancing returns from cheap
futures, cash management or market-neutral strategies, and synthetic international indexing.
Equitizing cash. Futures provide an efficient
way to maintain strategic asset-class weights, or a
fully invested position. Equitizing cash appeals to

Figure 5.

investors who require ways to keep cash invested to
minimize the unintended risk of the cash flows in
positions. This application, using futures to equitize
cash or carry an ongoing position of cash in a mutual
fund to provide room for withdrawals, is probably
the most basic and widely used application of equity
derivatives. Investment managers can experience
problems with intermittent cash flows caused by
money inflows or, worse, large withdrawals in a short
period of time, which force the manager to sell stocks.
The cost in basis points of carrying cash increases
as a portfolio's cash allocation increases and as equity
market returns increase. As Figure 5 shows, with a
cash allocation of 8 percent, the cost of carrying cash
is considerably higher when equity market returns
are 25 percent than when returns are 6 percent-2.0
percent per year versus 0.4 percent.
To create the synthetic index (benchmark) exposure, the investor simply buys a quantity of contracts
based on the amount of cash to be invested divided by
the notional value of each contact (Index x Multiplier).
For benchmarks with no futures contracts, such as the
Russell 1000, a combination of other index futures
(e.g., the S&P 500 and the S&P MidCap) can be determined that will track the benchmark as closely as
possible. Precise determination of the number of contracts involves adjusting for the interest rate sensitivity of daily realized gains and losses, which is
sometimes called "tailing the hedge."
Tightening benchmark tracking. Benchmark
tracking is a big concern because performance
measurement is increasingly tied to benchmarks.

Using Futures to Equitize Cash
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Managers also worry about tracking benchmarks
because their compensation is often performance
based. The solution is a simple exercise: For however
much cash is taken in, the manager buys a basket of
futures to mimic the benchmark for the existing
portfolio holding. The manager might construct a
portfolio of DJIA futures, Nasdaq 100 futures, S&P
500 futures--whatever benchmark or mix of benchmarks has the most similarity to the actual holding.
For every $1 million the manager takes in, the
manager simply buys $1 million worth of that basket
of futures. This approach quickly and efficiently
achieves exposure to the required benchmark.
Futures-related trading. Certain types of portfolio trades tap into the liquidity or ease of dealer
hedging from the availability of futures. Portfolio
managers can lower stock-trading costs through
futures-related trades. The two most commonly used
futures-related trades are exchange-for-physical
(EFP) trades and basis trades. Futures-related trades
are most commonly used when a portfolio has 5
percent or less of tracking error with an index or a
portfolio of index futures, although the tracking error
could be as high as 7 percent or even more. The trilde
is much cheaper than trading stocks in a traditional
manner because it takes advantage of the fact that the
dealer can hedge in the derivatives market.
In a typical EFP trade, a fund manager exchanges
portfolios for futures (or vice versa) at a spread negotiated as a markup or a markdown to the fair value
of the future. Stocks are exchanged at opening or
closing prices adjusted for the spread. The cost is
generally about 1 cent per share--a little less for
selling stock and buying futures, a little more for the
other side. This 1 cent cost applies to a portfolio that
is exactly like the S&P 500; for something that has,
say, a 3 percent tracking error with the S&P 500, the
price would include a risk premium, so the cost of
tracking would be higher. Basically, the dealer at the
end of that transaction is long futures/short stocksor the other way around. This approach is well suited
to transition management and takes advantage of a
natural hedge to the dealer. It is also a much cheaper
way of trading than when a market maker is needed
to make a market in individual stocks.
In a basis trade, a portfolio is exchanged for cash,
again at a spread negotiated with the dealer. Clients
who want to buy stocks ask the dealer to quote a price
for giving them the particular stock portfolio as a
basis trade. The dealer who wins buys futures over
the course of the day, with the timing often directed
by the client. Then, based on the average futures price
the dealer paid and the negotiated spread, the dealer
sells that portfolio to the client. The client never
directly takes on a futures position but can take
advantage of the fact that the dealer is putting on the

hedge in the course of the trading day for the commitment to give the fund manager the portfolio at the
end of the day.
Enhanced equity returns with derivatives. Most
investors earn their return enhancement from
managing the ci1sh available when they establish a
long position via futures. One approach is for
investors to buy a cash-equivalent (money market)
portfolio, invest the dollar amount in a U.s. or
international index futures contract, and within the
cash-equivalent portfolio, pursue some active strategies that add alpha (excess return). Instead of
getting their alpha from stock picking, they get it
from cash management or structured fixed-income
products. Another approach is to use market-neutral
strategies, such as long/ short or volatility trading.
One of the ways managers can obtain alpha is
from cheap futures. "Cheap" futures trade below
their fair value when financing costs and expected
dividends are considered. As Figure 6 shows, since
1982, the deviation of the nearby S&P 500 futures
contract from fair value has historically followed a
regular pattern that rarely goes beyond 0.5 percent
rich or cheap per month. As Figure 7 shows, S&P 500
futures tend to trade below fair value on days when
the index declines more than one standard deviation.
Only in extreme markets is a similar tendency toward
richness found. Thus, declining markets often lead to
cheap futures; if the market is falling, an investor has
an opportunity to find some excess return.
Futures will move away from fair value for the
following reasons:
• Arbitrage. Arbitrage costs will drive the mispricing that investors observe in the marketplace at
any time for a futures contract, but other factors
are probably more important.
• Dividend treatment. In some markets, different
groups of investors get different dividend treatment. Most foreign stocks have 15 percent of their
dividends withheld for tax purposes. In local
European markets, some investors receive dividend tax credits. Futures typically price off of the
tax treatment of the local investor. For example, in
Cermany, the local investor gets 120-140 percent
of a quoted dividend yield. Futures in Germany
and similar markets trade very cheaply during
dividend season. So, investors in the United
States, who get 85 percent of German dividends,
find advantages in the second quarter of the year
to owning Cerman equities via futures. This pattern occurs because domestic investors in Germany have the incentive to buy stocks, receive
dividend tax credits, and short futures.
Figure 8 shows the cheapness of the German
futures depicted in the calendar spread. In the
first quarter of each year, the futures trades were
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Figure 6.

S&P 500 Nearby Futures Contract: Deviation from Fair Value, June 1982-August 1997
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Note: The actual low for June 1982 was -4.139 percent; for October 1987, -10.07 percent.

noticeably below fair value. This regular pattern
results from an implied dividend yield in the
future, which is usually about 125 percent of the
dividend during this period. This pattern also
happens in France and Italy. At Goldman Sachs,
we have clients who swap out of their German
and French stocks during that period and buy
the futures contract to take advantage of this
pattern. Lending the stocks is more commonplace than swapping; the returns to lending
stocks during this period also reflect this pattern.

•
•

•

Convergence rules.
Demand for liquidity when a major market trend
emerges. Demand for liquidity when a major market trend emerges is certainly a reason for futures
misvaluation. For example, in late 1997, in Taiwan and Malaysia as indexes declined sharply,
futures sold between 500 and 1,000 bps cheap. If
an investor wants to buy those markets, a swap
or a future can provide an alpha between 500 and
1,000 bps, but the investor has to accept the
stocks that are in that index.
Effect on costs ofability to sell short. Restrictions on
short selling tend to contribute to cheapness in
futures prices because selling futures acts as a

©Association for Investment Management and Research

substitute for short selling. Investors are willing
to sell futures below fair value because they have
no other way of creating a short market position.

•
•

Newness of market.
Investor strategy preference.
Investors running an enhanced index fund or
equitizing cash with futures may find that they need
to trade the calendar spread and roll their positions
(exchange an expiring futures contract for one farther from expiration). The cost at which they roll
positions is related to interest rates because the
attractiveness of stocks relative to fixed-income alternatives is a key factor for top-down investors who
use futures to manage equity exposure. Annual mispricing in the S&P 500 futures calendar spread moves
in cycles and, as Figure 9 shows, has been inversely
related to the level of interest rates. During most of
1997 and early 1998, the annualized cost of rolling
positions was 5-10 bps above the index for investors
earning LIBOR deposit yields on short-term cash
investments. From the perspective of investors buying synthetic equity exposure with futures, richness
in the calendar spread represents index underperformance and cheapness generates a positive alpha.
Since 1994, futures mispricing has been modest,
15
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Figure 7.

Changes in Futures Mispricing Compared with Index Changes,
December 31, 1995, to June 20, 1997
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within the range of plus or minus 30 bps a year.
Periods of significant richness and cheapness tend to
persist for several quarters when they occur and
make running enhanced index funds unattractive
unless the investor gets a lot of alpha from fixed
income. The quarterly returns of a benchmark synthetic S&P 500 Index fund for managers who equitize
cash or practice synthetic index investing for 1992
through 1997 are shown in Table 7. The annualized
monthly return tracking error over the last three
years has been about 1.2 percent, but much of this
tracking error is noise, as indicated by the much
smaller annual return differences shown in Table 7.
Return differences from S&P 500 Index results on
a monthly basis have recently become larger but are
typically plus or minus 40 bps. As Figure 10 shows,
wide swings in one month tend to be reversed the
next month (measured over the period, the correlation of these differences was -0.55).
Alternative cash management strategies. Cash
held in synthetic index funds can be invested in
short-term securities or other market-neutral strategies. The alpha from these strategies (returns in

excess of LIBOR) can be "transported" to the asset
class underlying the future or swap. Within the
short-term fixed-income management arena, managers who run enhanced index funds, domestically
or internationally, take on yield-curve risk by extending maturities, assume credit risk, or use mortgagebacked securities with elements of credit and prepayment risk to enhance yield.
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Table 7.
Period
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997

S&P 500 versus Synthetic Index Fund
S&P 500
7.61%
10.06
1.31
37.53
22.95
33.35

Tracking error
(five years annualized)
Tracking error
(three years annualized)

Synthetic
Index Fund
7.69lj~

9.38
1.28
37.54
22.63
33.45

Difference
0.08%
-0.68
-0.03
-0.01
-0.32
0.10

1.040%
1.239

Derivatives in Equity Portfolios
Figure 8.

DAX Calendar Spread Mispricing: January 1,1996, to October 31,1997
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Equity-based synthetic index strategies include
the following:
• Long/short stock strategies. Buy (sell) the most
(least) attractive stocks while holding the dollar
amount of long / short positions in balance.
• Hybrid bond arbitrage. Buy a convertible or structured note and create an offsetting position by
shorting stock, selling a call, or buying a put.
• Option volatility trades. Construct long and short
positions in index, fixed-income, or currency
options to benefit from moves in absolute or
relative implied volatility.
Of these alternatives, volatility strategies are somewhat easier to unwind or modify because of the
greater liquidity of the instruments used and because
tracking error can be kept under 2 percent. The horizon over which the results will be realized is shorter
with volatility trades. Stock (or convertible bond)
long/short strategies tend to have slightly higher
tracking risk-reward trade-offs.
Synthetic international indexing. The use of
derivatives for international investing expedites the
investment process for active and passive international managers. International equity derivatives are
currently of greatinterest because international investing has grown and because trading in international
markets has a relatively high cost. Many active U.S.
managers now have discretion to allocate as much as
10 percent of their portfolio to international markets.
©Association for Investment Management and Research

The primary use of derivatives in international
investing is to provide a low-cost method of managing country exposure. The costs of trading stocks
internationally are much higher than the costs of
trading futures. Table 3 showed a sample of trading
costs for futures versus stocks in six major global
equity markets.
In addition, derivatives provide a natural separation of equity and currency exposure, in the sense
that investors can put cash equivalents in dollarbased instruments and get the desired liquidity. For
example, if an investor buys a portfolio that replicates
the Financial Times/S&P Actuaries World Index
(FT /S&P-AWI) EuroPac or the EAFE Index, the
investor has a synthetic currency-hedged investment
in international markets. To create a position in, say,
Japanese equities, an investor who owns U.s. dollar
money market securities and buys Nikkei 225 futures
must also buy the yen forward to achieve yen
exposure. Otherwise, the investor has, in effect, a
hedged currency exposure, except for the gains/
losses that accumulate in that Nikkei 225 position.
Another advantage derivatives provide is that
they can capture the full dividend-and sometimes
more-by avoiding dividend withholding taxes that
are incurred in stock holdings.
Finally, international exposure through derivatives takes advantage of the liquidity and operational
efficiencies in the derivatives markets.
17
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Figure 9.

S&P 500 Futures Calendar Spread (Implied Yield minus Eurodollar
Futures Yield) versus 30-Year U.S. T-Bond Rate
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Figure 10. Difference between Synthetic S&P 500 Index and S&P 500 Total
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Despite their benefits, derivatives complement
stock selection; they are not a replacement for it.
International derivatives applications do have their
drawbacks and limitations. For example, using deriv-

atives in international investing forces investors to
deal with the futures indexes (the indexes on which
futures are based); exposure is based on futures
indexes. Futures are usually based on exchange
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indexes that have a long history-such as the German
DAX Index, French CAC 40 Index, and Tokyo Price
Index (TOPIX)-or a narrower base of more-liquid
stocks, as in most European futures indexes. Some df
these indexes have limited coverage, so portfolio
managers must be equipped to trade and monitor
overlay positions.
Differences in coverage from benchmark indexes
create tracking error and can create annual return
spre'lds from benchmark indexes of as much as 3--4
percent. A synthetic global portfolio using a basket
of country equity index futures can diversify some of
this tracking risk so that deviations from benchmarks
are 1-2 percent, depending on the number of futures
in the portfolio. Table 8 contains estimates of tracking
error from BARRA's Global Equity Model and shows
how closely an investor can track the FT /S&P-AWI
EuroPac using various country combinations of
futures contracts. If an investor used nine CFTCapproved contracts, the tracking error is higher than
if 11 different futures contracts were used--1.50
percent versus 0.70 percent.
In addition to tracking error, performance measurement and attribution in overlay or synthetic country allocation are somewhat complicated. Table 9
provides a summary of performance components that
affect returns from synthetic index exposure. Futures
may require holding excess cash for posting variation
margin, which also can put a slight drag on performance. To separate the most important of these
effects, users of futures for managing country expo-

Table 8.

sure may wish to measure performance relative to a
basket of futures indexes as well as benchmark country indexes.
Using international derivatives places incremental financial and administrative burdens on portfolio
managers and firms, not unlike developing a new
product or strategy. Firms must have processes, procedures, and clear guidelines in place for monitoring
exposure and capital at risk. Firms must keep in mind
that certain clients may have restrictions on derivatives use. International index derivatives require
ongoing management for rolling positions as futures
expire and for keeping currency exposure in place as
well as for managing the cash representing the
notional amount of the index exposure. Moving from
domestic to international derivatives also means
changing from managing S&P 500 futures to managing a portfolio of as many as 11 futures in international markets, some of which expire at different
times (many of them expire monthly). Such a task
requires extensive trading and settlement resources.
Swaps are an alternative to futures, with many
common features that firms may find more useful for
synthetic investing in emerging markets.
Because of the international markets' volatility,
many investors will want to do their own due diligence on these markets-visit the exchanges to
understand the clearing mechanisms and verify for
themselves that the safeguards are in place.
In short, international investing with derivatives
offers flexibility and lower trading costs but also has

Synthetic International Index Fund Allocation Analysis: Futures Baskets Designed to Track
FT/S&P-AWI EuroPac, as of December 31,1997
Futures Optimized Weight as Percentage of Basket

Region/Country

Futures Tndex

FTWeight

11 Contracts

10 Contracts

9 CFTC Contracts

8 CFTC Contracts

--_.-~-------------"

Pnc{.fic
Japan
Hong Kong
Australia
Subtotal

TOrTX
Hang Seng
All Ords

26.12%
3.40
2.79
32.31°/;)

27.0S";,
3.82
3.76
3466'/0

27.31%
3.95
3.9·1
3')20':;,

nSf 100
DAX
CAC40
SMI
EOE
MJB 30
OMX
IBEX 35

2396"/"

2-t45°~,

14.91

87~

933

7.410
6.94
525
365
3.00
2.58
61.5-1':{,

7.7U

65.35(~~)

93.85\j~)

100.00'\,

64.S1""
100GO%

O.70'!,'u

G80':"

28.13%
3.87
4.02
36.02%

28.44(;/0

4.03
4.25
36.72':"

Europe
United Kingdom
(~ermany

France
Switzerland
Netherbnds
Italv
S\veden
Spain
Subtotal
Total

BAi\RA annualized tracking error

7.09
b.96

391
3.40
2.50
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915
8.18
7.33
6.97
1.39
.1.87

30.40""
13.77
9.63

1O.31l

392

4.54

3.78
3.20

440

13.64

100.01l':';,
1.50%
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Table 9. Optimal Synthetic Index Exposure:
Performance Components

±

Tracking error
Countries used
Country local indexes versus benchmark indexes
Cost/benefits of rolling futures

±

Futures mispricing cost/benefit

±

±

Return on cash and currency management

+

Trading cost savings

+

Tax effects of dividend versus interest income

+

Stock custody and clearing charges
No returns from lending stocks

a lot of moving parts-tracking error and other drawbacks that should be weighed against the trading cost
savings and other advantages-so investors should
gain an understanding of the expertise and resources
required prior to strategy implementation.
Asset Allocation. Derivatives can be used to
accomplish virtually any asset allocation strategy for
domestic, international, and global portfolios. In an
international setting, derivative applications include
implementing decisions about country allocation
and using options in tactical asset allocation (TAA)
strategies, equity swaps, and equity-linked notes.
Country allocation. To comprehend the flexibility of derivatives in international asset allocation,
consider how efficiently a portfolio manager can
implement asset allocation shifts between countries
using stock index futures and currency forwards. For
example, suppose you are the manager of a $100
million portfolio that emphasizes your ability to allocate country equities and you want to change the
portfolio's existing country weightings. Table 10 outlines the existing weightings and desired weightings

for each country and indicates the required derivative
transactions to implement the entire rebalancing.
In this case, you want to reduce allocations to
Japan and Germany; increase allocations to the
United Kingdom, France, and Hong Kong; and keep
Switzerland steady. In this hypothetical international
application, if you sell $10 million of TOPIX against
an EAFE portfolio, you get a hedged Japanese equity
position or synthetic cash earning the yen/ dollar
rate. Then, you must also sell the yen forward to
eliminate the Japanese currency risk. Next, you could
buy stock index futures and the currencies of the
countries or markets in which you want to increase
exposure. This shift is an example of a global asset
allocation that can be implemented quickly and efficiently with derivatives.
TAA options strategies. Another application of
derivatives for asset allocation is using options in
TAA strategies. Many TAA strategies involve a commitment to sell if the market moves higher and to buy
if it moves lower. This contingent trade is similar to
selling a call option or put option against a portfolio.
Some strategies that use TAA have incorporated selling calls and selling puts at points where trading is
likely. The advantage of this arrangement is that if the
trading point is not reached, the investor keeps the
premium income. The benefit of the commitment to
trade enables these strategies to perform better when
the market is expected to remain in a trading range.
This strategy is definitely attractive, but although
some investors use it when option volatility is high,
the strategy has the possibility of locking investors
into trading when the asset allocation process calls
for different trades. For example, in trading stocks
versus bonds, even though the investor is selling

Table 10. Implementing Country Allocation Decisions
A. Sample Portfolio

---------------------

Country
Japan
United Kingdom
France
Cermany
Switzerland
Hong Kong

Current Weighting

Desired Weighting

30(;<)

20(~/;)

20
15
15
10
10

25

Change
--10<1;;)

25

5
10

:J

-10

10
15

()

5

B. Trallsactiolls Required to Implemellt Elltire Shift
Equities
Sell 510 million of TOPIX
Sell S10 million of DAX
Buy $5 million of FTSE 100
Buy 510 million of CAC 40
Buy 55 million of Hang Seng
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Currencies
Sell $10 million of yen
Sell $10 million of Cerman mark
Buy 55 million of British pound
Buy $10 million of French franc
Buy $5 million of Hong Kong dollar
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stocks, if stock prices rise and bond prices rise farther
than stock prices, bonds might be the first asset class
the strategy reduces. If the investor is short an option
committing him or her to the sale of stocks, the strategy could force a transaction in the wrong asset class.
Equity swaps. Swaps are another means of
overlay investing or shorting of equity exposure.
They represent a negotiated agreement between two
parties to exchange capital or total returns for an
interest payment at specific reset dates. Like futures,
the notional amount of the investment is free to be
invested in short-term fixed-income securities or
market-neutral strategies. With swaps, the parties
have potential credit risk exposure to each other
between reset dates, but with futures, which are
marked to market daily, the credit risk lasts only
overnight and is with an exchange. Swaps can also be
used in markets with no futures or as a way of trading
in markets to which US. investors do not have easy
access or have no access, such as Taiwan, Thailand,
Korea, and Malaysia. Swaps are also used when the
indexes on which futures trade cannot be combined
to create the equity portfolio profile desired by the
investor. These swaps, specified in terms of specific
stocks, can be expensive unless the other side of the
swap can be found. The swap level is struck where
the dealer would trade the stock.
Specific swap applications include a substitute
for futures in markets with no futures, two-sided
exposure trading interest, gaining access to an equity
market in the face of foreign ownership restrictions,
leverage, and customized indexes.
• Substitute for futures. Swaps can be used in many
of the same applications as futures. Swaps typically have a term of one year or more and, therefore, eliminate the need to roll futures; the
expected costs and risks of rolling futures, however, are reflected in the swap cost or spread.
From a trading cost perspective, investors consider substituting swaps for futures when they
expect to have a position longer than a year and
a half. In that case, the trading costs and the
hassle of rolling the futures outweigh the incremental up-front cost of doing the swap.
• Two-sided exposure trading interest. A swap can be
a win/win situation if two sides can be found
and the dealer acts as intermediary. In some
emerging markets in Asia, two-way trading
interest is regular and swap markets are quite
active.
• Foreign ownership restrictions. If an investor wants
a long-term core position and cannot own stocks
because of regulatory restrictions, swaps can
achieve the desired exposure. For example,
Canadian markets have restrictions on foreign
©Association for Investment Management and Research

equity investments, so a Canadian investor
could achieve long-term U.S. equity exposure by
swapping the S&P 500 Index return (dividends
and capital gains) for LIBOR plus a spread and
keeping the cash in Canadian debt securities.
• Leverage. Swaps can provide leveraged exposure
to a market for active trading accounts, such as
hedge funds. Financing stock positions directly
can be costly, and the stock must be held as
collateral for the loan. Engaging in a return swap,
such as receiving the return of the German DAX
and paying the return of the Japanese TOPIX, is
an efficient way of taking a position with cash
flows restricted to quarterly reset dates.
• Customized indexes. Investors can achieve exposure to customized indexes using swaps. For
example, an investor might want overlay exposure to an index or basket specific to a market
view, such as bank stocks in Japan or "red chip"
China stocks traded in Hong Kong.
Equity-linked notes. Equity-linked notes
(ELNs) are securities that provide international
equity exposure in a fixed-income format. The
principal is protected, and the final principal payment amount is tied to the move in an index, sector,
or basket of stocks. An ELN consists of a zero-coupon
or low-coupon bond and a call option. In the case of
a zero coupon, the difference between the discounted
note price and par is used to buy a call option on an
equity index, but the dividend return is usually not
included in the final principal payment. Fund
managers primarily use ELNs as a conservative
means to equitize cash, gain timely and efficient
access to international or emerging markets in a
principal-protected format, and establish a core
holding of equities.
Equity index participation rates in ELNs are
typically 100 percent and above. The larger the
amount of current income the investor desires, the
smaller the equity participation. The investor typically pays par for the ELN, and higher current
income raises the value of the fixed-income component of the structure and reduces the equity participation. ELNs are extremely flexible, and selected
international structures can be tailored to remove the
currency exchange risk.
Active or View-Driven Strategies. Investors
who have an opinion on a stock, on a sector, or simply
on market timing can implement their active strategies with derivatives. Many applications of singlestock or sector derivatives are based on active views.
Derivatives applications include shifting market/
benchmark exposure, short-term stock/sector call
sales (bearish/neutral), volatility trading, and using
a note with embedded single-stock exposure.
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III Shiftillg marketlbellchmark exposure. Investors
can think of shifting exposure as shifting their beta to
an industry, to an international market, or to a value
or growth index. Derivatives provide several vehicles
to alter existing exposure.
•
U.S. Illdex futures or swaps. Futures or swaps on
the S&P 500, S&P MidCap 400, DJIA, Nasdaq
100, or Russell 2000 provide moderate to high
liquidity and enable investors to offset or create
a small-cap bias by selling (buying) medium/
small-cap futures and buying (selling) S&P 500
or DJIA futures.
•
International index futures or swaps. Managers can
reduce unwanted country benchmark risk as
they pick stocks by using country index futures,
which have good liquidity.
• Value and growth futures or swaps. An overemphasis or underemphasis on a style can be adjusted
by using size and value or growth index futures.
Egure 11 shows the range of indexes for which
an investor can use derivatives to adjust smallcap /large-cap and value/ growth exposures; the
mapping is according to the BARRA size and
growth factors. An investor may not be able to
do all the desired trades (large trades, $150 million a day, cannot be done in the Russell 2000 or

Note: R1 V = RusseJllOOO Value Index
R1 G = Russell 1000 Growth Index
5VX = 5&1' Value Index

S&P MidCap). Because of liquidity constraints,
investors can build a basket or a combination of
these indexes to track most active portfolios.
•
Industry index options or swaps. Gaps in industry
coverage can be remedied with a basket of stocks
or industry index derivatives. For example, a
long calli short put position at the same strike
price provides the same payoff as a basket of the
underlying stocks-in effect, a forward on this
basket. These strategies make sense for investors
who have concerns about market risk, style, or
sector weight and want to shift exposure for up
to or less than one year.
III Short-ternz stock/sector call sales. Industry and
sector derivatives in the form of index options can be
used to implement a research view on a particular
industry or sector. A number of investment research
departments, including Goldman Sachs', have
focused their attention on industry perspectives or
themes, and industry index options provide an easy
way to implement their views. Leveraging views on
the relative performance of specific securities within
an industry is another use for options and swaps.
The use of derivatives to adjust exposure to particular stocks should be driven, first of all, by the

R2 V = Russell 2000 Value Index
R2 G = Russel] 2000 Growth Index
sex = 5&1' Growth Index
SPX = 5&1' 500 Index

Source: BARRA U.s. EqUity Model, October 22,1997.
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investor's well-researched opinion of the stock and,
second, by the pricing of the option on that stock. A
stock option strategy should not be done simply
because an option valuation screen turns up a name.
The option strategy is secondary to the view on the
stock. For example, in October 1997, the actual and
implied volatility of semiconductor stocks increased
and the stock of Applied Materials, a U.S.-based semiconductor equipment maker, suffered a decline in
price that could have represented a buying opportunity. An investor with a bullish view on Applied
Materials could have acquired a position at a reduced
cost by committing to buy the stock through a put sale
and capitalizing on a rise in the premium of the
options because of the high implied volatility.
Selling calls is also a way of improving the
income yield on stocks that have high volatility and
no dividend yield. For example, investors might
want to own a low-dividend company but want to
transform the holding into something that has a
lower risk profile. Instead of selling the stock, they
can sell a call against a portion of the position and
translate some of that potential capital gain into an
income yield from the call sale. In a way, selling calls
and receiving the premium is like trading off uncertain capital gains for an up-front substitute for dividend yield. If equity market returns move back to a
more "normal" range, enhancing income by selling
upside yields will be an important strategy in the
application of derivatives in the future.
III Volatility trading. Volatility trading is a new
area that allows an investor to capitalize on a view that
volatility will rise or fall. The trading can be done at
the index or stock level. For example, after the Asian
currency crisis in late 1997, implied volatility of index
options rose sharply as investors implemented hedging trades and option market makers reacted to a more
costly trading environment for keeping their trading
books in balance. This development presented an
opportunity for taking a view that the volatility premium in index options was excessive. Investors could
have sold put spreads or call spreads with high sensitivity to a volatility decline to capitalize on the opportunity. Alternatively, they could have sold a "volatility
swap," in which a dealer pays the investor a return
based on the extent to which actual market volatility
is below a "strike level" for the swap. The strike level
is typically close to the implied volatility in options
with the same term as the swap. The advantage of the
swap structure is that the investor's payoff is based
entirely on the realized volatility, which leaves the
dealer with the task of managing the options position
required to deliver the payoff.
Many companies exhibit a pattern of rising volatility just before an earnings announcement. An
©Association for Investment Management and Research

unusually sharp rise could indicate a greater degree
of investor uncertainty. For example, prior to the September 16, 1997, earnings announcement for software
provider Oracle Corporation, implied volatility of
options on Oracle increased to 47 percent-almost 4
percent above its three-month average. For investors
interested in taking advantage of increased volatility
levels, selling call options could be attractive. If an
investor had confidence in the earnings numbers coming out and was willing to sell the stock at a certain
price, that investor could collect a fee from people
who wanted to speculate. When Oracle was at $38,
investors could sell a put option with a $40 strike for
almost $1.875. (The day after the earnings announcement, Oracle dropped to $36.0625, and it remained
below the $40 strike until expiration in October.)
III Notes with embedded single-stock exposure.
Applications of derivatives that provide investors
downside protection are receiving increased interest
lately. Of special interest are structured notes and
synthetic convertible securities, which are alternatives to owning stocks that effectively supply a floor
in declining price scenarios in exchange for fractional
(less than full) participation in upside returns.
In summary, derivatives strategy should start
with an investment view. Then, the investor should
consider what the strategy or alternative strategies
will do to beta, or equity exposure, and align that
understanding with the investment view.
Risk Management. Portfolio managers and risk
managers use modern portfolio theory as the framework within which they operate, but they have different objectives and use different tactics. The
portfolio manager's objective is to find the best asset
mix given the desired risk-return trade-off and the
available investments, but the risk manager assesses
the level and drivers of risk in the ongoing investment
process. The portfolio manager estimates excess
return and risk characteristics for a particular time
horizon, but the risk manager measures and decomposes risk characteristics, focusing on the primary
drivers of existing risks and their interrelationships.
Proper design of a hedging strategy starts with
identifying the risk that needs to be hedged. This step
often requires understanding the client's short-term
view or concerns and any special constraints relevant
to the client's situation. In general, the more narrow
or specific the risk to be hedged, the more important
that the characteristics of the hedging vehicle match
the source of risk. Exhibit 1 provides a summary of
risks that may need to be hedged and possible hedging instruments. Once the type of risk is identified,
the next step is to select an appropriate hedging
instrument. This step often requires analyzing the
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Exhibit 1. Identifying the Risk to Be Hedged
View or Situation

Type of Risk to Be Hedged

Possible Hedging Instruments

Client likes stocks long term but has short-term
concerns about a broad market correction.

Broad market exposure

S&P 500 futures, options, or Depositary Receipts
(SPDRs)
S&P MidCap 400 futures, options, or SPDRs
Russell 2000 futures or options

Client has concern that technology sector will
exhibit seasonal slump but wants to retain long
exposure in the event that the sector heats up.

Broad-based sector exposure

Nasdaq-lOO futures or options
Options on a broad technology sector index
Options or futures on a high-technology index

Client has a large position in Lucent Technology
but is concerned that weakness among
multimedia networking stocks could pull
Lucent down.

Specific industry exposure

Options on a multimedia networking index (or
other narrow-based sector options, depending
on stock to be hedged)

Client has a large position in a very-low-cost-basis
stock that is expected to be weak near term.

Company-specific exposure

Single-stock options
Sector index options

risk characteristics of the portfolio or stocks being
hedged.
Applications of derivatives for risk management
include overlay futures hedges to reduce exposures,
option-based hedges (puts, put spreads, and collars),
and selling index calls to trade upside potential for
yield enhancement.
III Selling futures. Selling futures on the fund's
benchmark index is the simplest way to reduce market exposure without liquidating stock positions. Any
outperformance of the fund's holdings relative to the
benchmark is retained while the futures hedge is in
place. The dollar amount of futures sold in relation to
the size of the fund can be thought of as equivalent to
raising cash-that is, creating a synthetic cash position with a futures position. The return on the synthetic cash is typically the yield of a Eurodollar
deposit plus or minus any futures mispricing.
III Hedging with put options. Index options have
long been used by pension funds and institutional
money managers for locking in gains on portfolios or
reducing downside risk over a short period. In contrast to the futures hedge, hedging with put options
allows for some participation in upside moves in the
benchmark index. Buying put options reduces downside risk for a range of index levels below a selected
strike price. A fund manager who buys an out-of-themoney put option incurs an up-front cost based on
the term of the hedge and volatility premium in the
option at that time. This up-front cost reduces returns
by a fixed amount if the put expires worthless. Puts
are favored if the investor is generally bullish but has
some concern that a view could be wrong and that
equity prices could fall significantly.
III Collars. Collar strategies combine the purchase of a put with the sale of a call option, thereby
limiting the upside participation above the strike of
the call sold. Collars are most appropriate if the man-

agel' expects a trading-range market with some
downside risk.
Investors need to understand the opportunity
cost of zero-premium collars in rising market environments before using them. In selecting a hedging
strategy, one should not overemphasize the question
of what the up-front costs are. Research has shown
that going from a fully invested equity position to
protecting that position with a zero-premium collarthat is, buying a put/selling a call at an apparent zero
cost-can be the beta equivalent of selling as much as
half the portfolio's equity exposure. This outcome is
fine for an investor who wants it, but some investors
that buy zero-premium collars do not understand the
magnitude of the effect on overall exposure. So, a
collar is a fine strategy if the investor thinks that a
trading range is highly likely and that the downside
risk is high and the investor wants to significantly
reduce equity exposure on the upside in exchange for
downside protection.
III Selling call options. In an option strategy,
whether at the stock, the sector, or the index level, an
investor who can assign probabilities to the trading
range and the upside/downside potential can see
where to focus attention. A call-selling strategy can
also be a good trading-range strategy for return
enhancement and a good strategy for investors who
do not expect much downside risk but who want
some compensation for limiting their upside potential. In addition to having a desire to enhance returns
in a modest-return environment, the investor should
assess whether the level of enhancement provided by
the options sale is sufficient in light of expected risk
or the likelihood of forgoing return in a rising market.
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Conclusion
In order to understand the equity derivatives
markets, investors should understand the evolution
of equity derivatives, realize that products were

Derivatives in Equity Portfolios
developed to quickly and efficiently accomplish
strategies, and know that index replication is the
basic concept that underlies many derivatives.
Knowing the important differences that distinguish
futures and options and being able to identify
conditions that affect the level of derivatives activity
help the portfolio manager choose the derivative
that best accomplishes the strategy.
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Many new derivatives with a wide variety of
applications were developed in the 1990s. The strategies that these instruments implement can be
divided into four broad categories: to enhance fund
management, to achieve asset allocation, to implement view-driven strategies, and to manage risk.
Investors should think of derivatives as means to an
end, not an end in themselves.
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Question and Answer Session
Joanne Hill
Question: When using futures
for asset allocation on top of an
underlying cash portfolio, how can
a fund manager best manage the
margin requirements, both initial
and variation margin?
Hill: Initial minimum margin is
fixed by the exchange (firms may
require excess margin) and can be
posted in interest-bearing instruments (T-bills). We recommend
that, in keeping cash for making
the daily variation margin payments, investors watch the volatility of the markets on a daily basis
and, to minimize the need to hold
excess cash, keep on hand a cash
level that reflects a daily move of
two to three standard deviations.
Most investors in the UnIted
States use "single-currency margining" for international futures.
They usually clear (settle) their
business with one futures broker
(two at most), whichmakeslifealot
simpler than if many brokers were
used. The broker does all the margining in local currencies with the
exchanges, but the investors can
post and receive margin in dollars.
Question: Can derivatives be
used to construct a five- to sevenyear series of forward prices for an
equity portfolio?
Hill: Probably not. That is, you
can do anything at a price, but
think about what the dealer has to
do to quote you that price.
Anything from 5 to 10 years will be
expensive because the dealer has
to consider carrying that position
(hedging) and financing it for that
amount of time. Typically, equity
dealers charge quite a bit for
making that kind of a commitment. In addition, the investor
bears the credit risk of the dealer to
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make good on that commitment
over the 5-10 year period. Some
insurance companies, however,
find long-term commitments to be
a more natural fit on their books.
Such companies may be involved
in forward pricing of equities,
which an investor could consider if
the investor is comfortable with
the credit issues.
Question: If volatility in the
equity markets decreases, will
volatility in options markets automatically decrease, or will options
markets lag?
Hill: We have looked at1987 and
at 1990 around the time of Iraq's
invasion of Kuwait to see how long
index options take to adapt to
lower volatility. They usually take
at least 3 months and sometimes as
long as 6-12 months. The index
option premiums take quite a
while to come down, at least 6
months. The result is a wide spread
of implied volatility to historical
volatility for several months after a
high-volatility episode.
Question: Has historical stock
market volatility moved greatly
from 20 percent?
Hill: Historical stock market volatility depends on what window is
examined. For example, historical
volatility in October 1997 was more
than 30 percent for the month, the
most volatile month since 1988.
Historical volatility is now in the
low 20s. Implied volatility moved
up to 35 percent and now is down
in the 25 percent range, but the
spread is wider. The average
spread between implied and historical volatility in indexes, which
takes into account the risk of the
market maker hedging option

positions, is about 3 percent. In
stock options, the spread is closer
to zero because the option market
maker can diversify among positions and adjust hedges by trading
stocks.
Question: Is your calculation of
transaction costs in Table 3 for U.s.
futures pre or post the S&P futures
split? Will this dramatic increase in
the cost of using futures reduce
institutional use of this market?
Hill: This issue is a controversial
topic among dealers and customers. The cost of trading futures has
had a long decline over time
because the index has gone up. I
reduced the cost estimate from 2
bps several years ago to 1 bp, and
now it is approximately 1.3 bps.
The calculation in Table 3 does not
reflect a split in the multiplier.
Because the dollar amount is fixed
and the index has gone up, the
commission costs of using the
market have gone down a lot.
When stocks split, commissions do
not split, so why should everybody
be having such a problem with this
fact in the futures world?
A lower multiplier is not likely
to decrease institutional use of
futures. The market has had this
cost level before, and it did not
impede the growth of the market.
Question: You mentioned that
the percentage of stock market
capitalization trading every day is
about 0.4 percent. Has that percentage been fairly constant in the
past 20-25 years?
Hill: It has been fairly constant.
The number was 0.48 percent in
1991 and is now 0.43 percent. In
Hong Kong and several other
markets, the amount of trades per
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day has also been between 0.4 and
0.5 percent. The ratio for bond
trades per day versus bonds
outstanding is similar. We all want
liquidity, but this ratio is a fact of
life for financial assets. With this
kind of ratio, the demands on the
financial markets can shift a lot in
reaction to big news events.
Everybody, whether a regulator or
an exchange, faces this challenge.
The NYSE is installing capacity to

trade five times its daily volume
for this reason.
Question: How could I try to
take advantage of the January
effect using derivatives?

Hill: Making a domestic overlay
allocation from large cap to small
cap is very simple. Perhaps because of the January effect, you
would want to tilt away from large
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S&P 500 stocks into Russell 2000
stocks. You could also do this by
selling S&P 500 futures and buying
Russell 2000 or S&P MidCap 400
futures. The approach is simple if
you shift between the S&P 500 and
the Russell 2000: For example, for
a $10 million shift, you would
simply sell $10 million notional
value of S&P 500 futures and buy
$10 million in Russell 2000 futures.
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